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Choosing Deacons 

1 Timothy 3:8-13 

 

 It’s been a long time since I’ve been to one, but one of the things that happen when you 

attend a Baptist denominational meeting at the state or national level is that eventually, there will 

be a ballot vote on something! It might be the election of officers. Or if a standing vote is too 

close to call, the president will declare a ballot vote. Or if it’s a controversial issue, a messenger 

might call for a ballot vote.  

Through the years, I’ve often been amused by the instructions that the registration secretary 

or the chair of the tellers committee would give:  

 

“Take out ballot number 3, and only ballot number 3. No other 

ballot will be counted in this vote. If you wish to vote for __________, 

then punch out the circle (or square) directly under the number 1. If 

you wish to vote for ___________, then punch out the . . .” You get 

the picture.  

 

Every time there was a ballot vote, even if it was ten times, these instructions were repeated 

word for word. And would you believe that in all the years that I attended Baptist conventions, I 

don’t think there was a single vote that there wasn’t a small percentage of spoiled ballots, 

because a few people didn’t follow those instructions? 

 Well, what I’m going to say this morning may sound familiar to you. In fact, I hope it does! 

It’s important to revisit, sometimes even to repeat oneself on certain vital issues. If it seems 

redundant to you, please bear with me. Next Sunday morning, we will engage in what is one of 

the most important selection processes our church faces each year—the election of deacons.  

This is not a process to be taken lightly, and there seems to be no perfect way to do it. In fact, 

our church, like many, has experimented with a number of processes through the years. Back in 

May, we adopted a revised constitution and bylaws that lays out the process we’re now using. 

Last Sunday you received a list of eligible members. The final list you will receive next 

Sunday will be different, since a number of folks have asked for their names to be removed for 

one reason or another. From that list, members of our church will elect five people to serve as 

deacons for the coming three-year term. 

Now the people whom you choose to serve as deacons in our church play a major role in 

setting the tone for the life of our church now and for the coming years. Deacons are spiritual 

leaders in the church; if they are faithful and committed to the Lord and His church, they provide 

a positive example and ministry to the congregation, and this helps the church move in the right 
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direction and grow in Christ. If their faithfulness and commitment is not what it ought to be, and 

their ministry is ineffective or non-existent, the congregation will suffer. The fact is that while 

we go about it differently, we should approach the selection of deacons just as prayerfully, 

seriously, and carefully as we do the selection of a pastor! Character counts, and so does 

commitment—both to the Lord and to His church! 

 This was a vitally important issue in the first century as well, so much so that in our text for 

this morning, 1 Timothy 3:8-13, Paul gave Timothy instructions regarding the qualifications, 

character, and commitment of deacons. As we prepare to select deacons, let’s look again at what 

he said, and examine it closely. 

 Read text . . . 

 

Some important background 

 A word here about terminology . . . In the very early church (New Testament times through 

the mid-second century), patterns of leadership differed somewhat from area to area. That’s 

reflected in the book of Acts, as well as other texts. All the patterns had their roots in the church 

at Jerusalem, but the churches used the specific patterns that best fit their needs at the time.  

By the last third of the first century, the most common pattern was that of the church being 

led by a council of “elders,” sometimes called “bishops” (literally, “overseers”). In the New 

Testament, these terms are usually used interchangeably. In most places, these elders or bishops 

were assisted in their work by “deacons” (literally “servants”). Bishops were always elders, but 

elders were not always necessarily bishops. Most likely, one of the bishops was chosen to 

preside over the council of elders and the congregation. It appears from Acts 15 that in 

Jerusalem, James the Lord’s brother presided over the elders there, and the wording of our text 

implies a similar structure in Ephesus. (Paul was writing to Timothy to give him instructions 

about dealing with some issues in the church at Ephesus.)  

By the end of the first century and the early second century, in some areas this threefold 

system had developed into a hierarchy, with one bishop, a council of elders, and a group of 

deacons (who assisted the bishop). By the late second century, this became the normal pattern in 

nearly all the churches, and eventually developed in to what we usually think of as a bishop 

today, presiding over many churches in an area rather than over just one church. Whatever the 

structure, deacons always functioned as helpers or assistants to the bishops or elders. 

 Now for our practical purposes, a New Testament bishop was what we would today call a 

pastor (another interchangeable New Testament term) or senior minister. Deacons were the same 

thing we call deacons today, though in many Baptist churches deacons often function more like a 

body of elders governing the church than deacons serving in ministry to its members and the 

community. 

 

Paul’s instructions 

 With the relation of these ancient biblical terms to our contemporary practice in mind, then 

what do Paul’s instructions to Timothy about deacons say to us as we prepare to choose 

individuals for this important office next Sunday? Let’s look at the text and see! 

It’s very important to note the phrase Paul begins with in v. 8: in the same way.1 This ties 

what he’s saying to the qualifications he laid out for the overseer or bishop (NKJV, KJV, RSV, 

NRSV)—what we would call the pastor or senior minister. So the deacons must have similar 

moral and character qualifications as the pastors. Then Paul points specifically to certain 

standards for the deacons. 
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Their personal character must also be blameless. They are to be worthy of respect or serious 

(RSV). C. K. Barrett translates it as being men of high principle.2 They must be sincere or not 

double-tongued (NKJV, RSV, NRSV), saying one thing about a matter to one person and something 

totally different to another—what we would call talking out of both sides of their mouths. They 

must be consistent in what they say! 

They must not indulge in much wine; such abuse would call their character and reputation 

into question. Nor are they to pursue dishonest gain, because that would demonstrate a spirit that 

is greedy for money (NKJV). This was extremely important since they made the actual distribution 

of church funds to the needy. 

Paul also says that deacons must be sound in the faith, holding the deep truths or the mystery 

of the faith with a clear conscience (RSV)—grasping the significance of the gospel of Christ and 

Christian teaching, and living in accordance with it. He emphasizes that potential deacons must 

be tested first. They must already be living this kind of lifestyle, involved in ministry to persons 

in need. Paul expected all believers to be involved in service; if in doing so they proved 

blameless, then they should be formally recognized as deacons. 

Now in v. 11, Paul addresses women. The KJV, NKJV, and the 1984 edition of the NIV 

translate the phrase as being about the deacons’ wives. The NASB, RSV, NRSV, and the 2011 

edition of the NIV all translate it as women. The primary meaning of Greek word Paul uses is 

women. In some contexts, the word means wives. When it means wives, there is usually some 

kind of possessive grammatical indicator. Here Paul simply says quite literally, Women likewise . . 

. Interpreters ancient and modern take this to mean women who are serving as deacons. In the 

New Testament, Phoebe was a diakonos or deacon (Rom 16:1-2). Early in the second century, a 

Roman official mentioned two ministrae or female deacons in a letter to Emperor Trajan about 

dealing with Christians. So although the presence of women deacons has not been widespread, 

they have been present at different times throughout church history. So with all that said, I take 

what Paul says here to be about women who are serving as deacons. 

Again, he uses the term in the same way (3:11), linking their qualifications to the male 

deacons and the bishops. In other words, they must have the same kinds of characteristics, being 

worthy of respect, not malicious talkers or slanderers (RSV, NRSV, NKJV) or gossips (NASB), but 

temperate and trustworthy in everything.  

Finally, like the bishop, a male deacon must have healthy family commitments, being faithful 

to his wife (literally, a one-woman man) and manage his family well. 

Paul closes his instructions about deacons with the declaration that faithful deacon service 

carries a reward of good standing in the family of faith and great assurance in their faith in 

Christ. 

 

Choosing deacons 

 In my nearly four decades of ordained ministry, most of that as a pastor, I have seen far too 

many times when a deacon election became a popularity contest. There have even been a few 

times when some quietly campaigned for the position. To paraphrase James, the Lord’s brother, 

these things ought not to be so! 

A church’s choice of deacons is extremely important. We must choose persons who are tried 

and proven. A servant attitude is a necessity—that’s what the title means! Like the pastor, 

deacons model the Christian walk for the congregation. They must be trustworthy, solid, stable 

servants of the Lord, willing to serve His church! In other words, we must choose individuals to 

serve as deacons whose lives demonstrate Christian character and commitment. 
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Through the years, I’ve worked with a lot of deacons, most good, a few very good, some bad, 

a few very bad. Some took their role seriously, others didn’t. None of them was perfect, but 

many were faithful.  

Like Clayton, a young man and a young Christian, but very committed to the Lord and to His 

church. 

Or Catherine, who was always discovering needs among the church family and quietly, 

humbly serving them. 

Or Lee, whom the congregation always looked to for guidance in decisions because they 

trusted his character and wisdom. 

Or Ann, who always had the congregation’s best interests at heart. 

Or Abner, whom I could always trust and count on in good situations or bad. 

Or John, whose wisdom and stability had been such a blessing to a congregation that had 

experienced a lot of instability through the years. 

Or many of our deacons here, whom I won’t call by name this morning. 

 

 These are the kind of folks we should choose as deacons. Paul’s instructions to Timothy 

about the qualifications, character, and commitment of deacons make it clear that we must 

choose individuals to serve as deacons whose lives demonstrate Christian character and 

commitment. 

 Think back over the years for a moment. Who has been your most memorable deacon? Who 

truly served the church? What was he or she like? Didn’t that deacon fit Paul’s description here? 

Let’s choose the same kind of individuals as we select deacons this year and every year! 

 

 MEG 
                                                 

1 Unless otherwise indicated, Scripture quotations taken from The Holy Bible, New International Version® 

(2011 edition). 
2 Quoted in E. Glenn Hinson, “1-2 Timothy and Titus” in The Broadman Bible Commentary, Vol. 11 

(Nashville: Broadman, 1971), 319. 


